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ABSTRACT: The iboprufen delivery process from cylindrical silica pores of 3
nm diameter, with polyamine chains anchored at the pore outlets, was
investigated by means of massive molecular dynamics simulations. Eﬀects from
pH were introduced by considering polyamine chains with diﬀerent degrees of
protonation. High, low, and intermediate pH environments were investigated.
The increment of the acidity of the environment leads to a signiﬁcant decrease of
the pore aperture, yielding an eﬀective diameter, for the lowest pH case, that is
3.5 times smaller than the one associated with the highest pH one. Using a
biased sampling procedure, Gibbs free energy proﬁles for the ibuprofen delivery process were obtained. The joint analysis of the
corresponding proﬁles, time evolution of the ibuprofen position within the channel, orientation of the molecule, and
instantaneous eﬀective diameter of the gate suggest a three-step mechanism for ibuprofen delivery. A complementary analysis of
the translational mobility of ibuprofen along the axial direction of the channel revealed a subdiﬀusive dynamics in the low and
intermediate pH cases. Deviations from Brownian diﬀusive dynamics are discussed and compared with direct experimental
results.
1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past two decades, impressive progress in self-
assembled material science has been achieved. The cornerstone
of this development stems from the design of structures
through a stepwise synthesis of a wide variety of molecular
architectures via covalent bonds, molecular stacking, dipole−
dipole association, and hydrogen bonds.1 Recently, the
possibility of attaching functional molecular entities to
preorganized nanostructures has been proposed as a means
to explore new functional aspects of supramolecular assem-
blies.2−4 Important advances have been achieved, in areas such
as self-assembled monolayers5,6 and nanoparticles,7−10 host−
guest complexation on surfaces,11−15 and molecular ma-
chines,16−20 to cite a few relevant examples. On the other
hand, the investigation of controlled drug delivery processes
remains an issue of crucial interest in many ﬁelds, such as
biology, chemistry, pharmacology, and medicine.21−25 In this
particular context, mesoporous silica assemblies represent
attractive building materials for drug reservoirs due to their
unique properties, i.e., high surface-to-volume ratio, inertness,
thermal stability, and homogeneous pore distribution. More-
over, the nanometer scale in pore sizes, that allows the
encapsulation of a variety of solutes, along with the ﬂexibility of
the synthesis protocols and ease of functionalization permit, in
turn, a tuning of the surface properties according to speciﬁc
requirements.26−31 Still, a controlled drug release process
requires the presence of a tunable gate capable of modulating
material exchange with the environment.
Casasuś and co-workers have recently designed a pH-driven
gate-like supramolecular system, by anchoring suitable poly-
amines at the pore outlets of mesoporous materials.32,33 At high
pH values, hydrogen-bond interactions between polyamine
chains give rise to a poor coverage of the pore aperture, leading
to a fully open gate; on the other hand, at low pH values,
electrostatic repulsions between protonated polyamine species
anchored at the pore rims promote a clear reductionor even
a closureof the pore aperture. In a related context, Gao et
al.34−36 have recently prepared and analyzed mesoporous silica
spheres with switchable gates, by grafting multiamine chains
around the mesopore outlets. In their ibuprofen (IBU) release
test, they obtained a high response to the pH: IBU was released
rapidly and completely at high pH’s, whereas, at low pH’s, only
a small fraction of ibuprofen (15 wt %) was delivered from the
nanopores.
Despite the apparent simplicity of the interactions involved
in the open/close process, many aspects related to the drug
release mechanisms and the characteristics of the host structure
remain poorly understood. Consequently, our interest here
focused on the elucidation of the microscopic details that
regulate the mentioned process, within the microscopic
framework provided by computer simulations.
In the present paper, we will present results from molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations performed on a model meso-
porous system, containing a single IBU solute inmersed in
liquid water and trapped within a cylindrical silica nanochannel
of diameter ∼3 nm, whose lateral outlets are decorated with
polyamine chains. The particular choice of ibuprofen as the
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trapped solute is based on its moderate size, its relatively simple
molecular geometry, and its major relevance as a typical test
molecule in controlled drug delivery experiments. Eﬀects from
the pH associated with the liquid solution were introduced in
the simulations by considering polyamine chains with diﬀerent
degrees of protonation.
Previous theoretical studies have been performed on similar
silica/polyamine nanochannels, by the same groups that
reported direct experimental measurements.4,33 However, it is
worth mentioning some relevant diﬀerences between these
previous simulations and the present study. Basically, our
model includes a much more detailed description of the
molecular architecture of the pore, much longer trajectories at
temperatures closer to the experimental conditions, and a more
realistic characterization of the aqueous solvent by the explicit
incorporation of water molecules.
The organization of the paper is as follows: In section 2, we
summarize the details of the model and the technical aspects of
the simulation procedure. Section 3 contains the main results of
our work, in which we examine and discuss the structural
features of the host nanocomposite and the ibuprofen delivery
process. The conclusions are left for section 4.
2. MODEL AND SIMULATION DETAILS
The systems investigated were composed of a single IBU solute
embedded within a water-saturated, cylindrical silica pore of ∼3
nm diameter, with polyamine chains attached at the pore
outlets (see scheme in Figure 1). All diﬀerent components were
modeled as a collection of interacting sites. As usual, the overall
potential energy of the system was decomposed into a sum of
site−site, pairwise interactions combining dispersion (Lennard-
Jones) and Coulomb contributions.
The SPC/E potential was adopted for water interactions.37
The inter- and intramolecular potential parameters employed
for silica and silanol groups were taken from ref 38. The
polyamine molecules were modeled as fully ﬂexible units,
including a set of 29−32 interacting sites, depending on the
degree of protonation. Intra- and intermolecular interactions
involving these sites and the counterions Cl− were taken from
the CHARMM27 force ﬁeld.39 The united-atom CHARMM19
force ﬁeld was used to model ibuprofen interactions.40 This
model for ibuprofen has already been employed in previous
works; a detailed description of its applicability and testing can
be found elsewhere.41,42
The preparation of the system involved a sequential
procedure: First, a cylindrical silica pore of radius 16 Å was
built up from an amorphous silica block of dimensions Lx = Ly
= 50 Å, Lz = 30 Å. Details of this procedure can be found in
previous works.43,44 Silanol groups, adsorbed at the internal
pore walls, were included, with a surface density of ρSiOH ∼ 3
nm−2, in agreement with experimental absorption data.45
Second, multiamine chains were located at the two lateral,
external walls of the silica block, anchored at silicon sites with
coordination numbers lower than 4. The resulting surface
density of multiamine was of the order of ∼3.5 nm−2, in
agreement with experimental data.4,32 This procedure leads to
the formation of a near monolayer of multiamines at the
external silica walls, with a substantial number of polyamines
around the outlet pore rims. A minor percentage of the
polyamines was anchored at the internal surface of the silica
nanochannel, close to the pore aperture, yielding an eﬀective
functionalization of the nanochannel of ∼1 nm deep, in order
to mimic experimental conditions.4 The ﬁnal stage involved the
incorporation of the water liquid phase into the system. To do
so, the interior of the pore was ﬁlled with water, and two
adjacent bulk-like water reservoirs of dimensions 50 × 50 × 65
Å3 were brought in contact with the silica block at the pore
rims. The overlapping water molecules were discarded, yielding
a total number of waters of Nw ∼ 7300. From then on, the
liquid phase was allowed to reequilibrate at T = 300 K for about
4 ns. During this period, the length of the simulation box along
the z-axis was adjusted to set the local density at the center of
the water reservoir to the bulk value under ambient conditions,
ρbulk = 0.033 Å
−3. The ﬁnal size of the box length along the z-
axis resulted in Lz ≈ 120 Å (see Figure 1a).
It is well documented that multiamine chains are highly
sensitive to the solution pH.32 At high pH’s, multiamine chains
remain close to each other via hydrogen bond interactions,
whereas, at low pH’s, these moieties are most likely fully
protonated and tend to separate from each other, due to
electrostatic repulsions. In order to mimic the eﬀects of the pH
of the solution on the degree of protonation of the material,
multiamines with diﬀerent net charges were included in the
model.
The pKa constants of a typical triamine in bulk water are of
the order of 8.5, 9.6, and 11 (ref 46). However, since an acidic
molecule anchored to a positively charged surface raises its
acidic strength,47 one could predict that the pKa values will be
substantially modiﬁed for the systems studied here. Titration
measurements of polyamine/silica solid samples show that,
Figure 1. Representation of the simulated systems and detail of the
polyamines considered. (a) axial cut of the system; (b) detail of the
pore aperture; (c) ibuprofen molecule, as represented in the united-
atom model, with the z′ axis ﬁxed to the molecular frame, pointing
toward the hydrophilic carboxylate group. The schemes depicted in
panels d−g correspond to the diﬀerent polyamine substituents
anchored at the silica pore outlets: (d) nonprotonated (NP), (e)
monoprotonated (MP), (f) diprotonated (DP), and (g) triprotonated
(TP) polyamine species.
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although the stepwise pKa constants in water are shifted toward
smaller values, the diﬀerence between subsequent pKa values is
maintained within ∼1−1.5 units.33
Nonprotonated neutral chains (NP) and protonated
triamines with a net charge of +1e (monoprotonated, MP),
+2e (diprotonated, DP), and +3e (triprotonated, TP) were
considered; see Figure 1d−g. We assumed that, as the pH
decreases, the protonation process occurs in a gradual fashion,
starting by the most external terminal amine group of the chain
(N3), then at the intermediate one (N2), and ﬁnally at the
amine group closest to the silicon anchoring site (N1).48
We investigated three diﬀerent silica/multiamine systems: (i)
In the ﬁrst one, the triamine monolayer was composed
exclusively of nonprotonated NP species, mimicking a high-
pH environment; from now on, we will refer to this system as
the unprotonated system (UPS). (ii) The second system
corresponded to a low-pH solution, in which all the polyamines
anchored at the pore outlets were triprotonated (TP) species.
This system will be referred to as the fully protonated system
(FPS). In this case, in order to maintain the charge neutrality of
the system, we included adequate amounts of chloride
counterions within the aqueous reservoirs. (iii) An intermediate
system was also modeled, in which 45% of the polyamines were
monoprotonated, 45% were diprotonated, 5% were non-
protonated, and 5% were triprotonated. This combination
yields an average charge per polyamine of ⟨qamine⟩ = +1.5e.
Appropriate amounts of chloride counterions were also
included to keep charge neutrality.
In Table 1, we display the numbers of molecules of species of
each simulated system. All molecular dynamics (MD)
trajectories were generated using the NAMD package49 and
corresponded to microcanonical runs. Periodic boundary
conditions were applied along the three Cartesian coordinates.
Short-ranged intermolecular forces were cut oﬀ at 13 Å, while
the particle mesh Ewald (PME) method was implemented to
handle long-range Coulomb forces. The equations of motion
were integrated using a multiple time step integration scheme,
with a time step of 1 fs for intramolecular modes and
nonbonded short-ranged forces, and 2 fs for the rest of the
Coulomb forces.
The ﬁnal stage of the preparation of the systems involved the
incorporation of IBU inside the silica pore. A single IBU
molecule was inserted within the pore with its center of mass
located initially at the center of the pore; overlapping water
molecules were discarded. Soft harmonic interactions, with
restoring forces of k ∼ 15 kcal mol−1 Å−2, acting on the IBU
center of mass and centered at the corresponding initial
position, were applied on the x and y directions. This external
potential helped to maintain the translational dynamics of IBU
mostly along the z-axis.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Structural Features of the Host Nanocomposite.
We will start our analysis by investigating the structural
characteristics of the silica/polyamine host nanocomposite. To
that aim, we will ﬁrst explore the local density ﬁelds associated
with the polyamine chains along directions perpendicular to the
pore axis, in order to estimate the eﬀective diameter of the pore
opening. In Figure 2, we present results for two-dimensional
maps, ρamine(x, y), of the type
∑ ∑ρ δ δ∝ ⟨ − ⟩ ⟨ − ⟩x y x x y y( , ) ( ( ) , ( ) )
N i
i iamine
amine (1)
where xi and yi are the coordinates of the ith site of polyamine
molecules projected onto the basal plane z = 0, and considering
all interacting sites of the polyamine molecules. Figure 2 also
shows, as a reference, the contour of the silica pore. At ﬁrst
glance, the open/closed states, corresponding to the systems
containing NP and TP polyamines, respectively, are clearly
visible. The NP multiamines display poor coverage of the pore,
resulting in an “open gate”. In contrast, the FPS system exhibits
a substantial reduction of the pore aperture, associated with a
“closed gate”. The plots also reveal an increasing degree of
rigidity of the polyamine chains with their protonation. Since all
density maps have been averaged over MD trajectories of
similar length (15 ns), the loss of homogeneity exhibited in the
ρamine(x, y) maps suggests a reduction of the mobility of the
multiamine chains.
The eﬀective size of the pore aperture was quantitatively
estimated from the eﬀective pore areas, computed from a
particle insertion method.50 Brieﬂy, the polyamine sites at each
pore rim were projected onto a basal plane and test particles
were randomly inserted in this plane. Only those test particles
which showed no polyamine neighbors within a 3 Å distance
were “accepted”. After M = 20000 insertion trials, the eﬀective
area Aeff of the pore aperture was calculated according to
Table 1. Details of the Simulations
system NNP NMP NDP NTP NCl− Nw ⟨qamine⟩
UPS 104 0 0 0 0 7615 0
HPS 5 47 47 5 156 7319 +1.5e
FPS 0 0 0 104 312 7319 +3.0e
Figure 2. Local density maps of multiamine chain species, projected on the xy plane. The circular lines represent the diameter of the silica pore.
Panels a, b, and c correspond to the systems UPS, HPS, and FPS, respectively.
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=A A M
Meff p
acc
(2)
where Ap is the area over which the test particles are randomly
shot and Macc is the number of accepted test particles. This trial
insertion process of test particles was repeated for each stored
conﬁguration, and an average value for Aeff was ﬁnally obtained.
Assuming a circular geometry, the eﬀective diameter of the
pores can be estimated as d = 2(Aeff/π)
1/2. The eﬀective sizes
were found to be d = 23.9, 12.1, and 6.8 Å for UPS, HPS, and
FPS systems, respectively, and are shown in Figure 3 as a
function of ⟨qamine⟩, the average charge per polyamine molecule.
Density proﬁles of some relevant species have also been
calculated, in cylindrical coordinates, according to
∑ρ π δ′ = ′ ⟨ − ′ ⟩α
αr
r L
R r( )
1
2
( )
z i
i
(3)
where Ri
α = [(xi
α)2 + (yi
α)2]1/2 denotes the distance between the
position of site i in the molecule of species α and the pore axis.
Figure 4 shows the radial proﬁles of silanol, water, and
polyamine species. Water proﬁles exhibit little variations: In all
cases, a two-layer aqueous structure is observed near the silica
walls, in the range r ≈ 10−16 Å, whereas, for more internal
locations, i.e., r ≲ 10 Å, the water bulk density, ρbulk = 0.033
Å−3, is attained. The most outer aqueous layer corresponds to
water molecules involved in hydrogen bonding (HB) with the
silanol groups adsorbed at the interface (see silanol shaded peak
at r ≈ 15 Å). The reduction in the pore aperture appears clearly
in Figure 4, where the threshold radius at which the multiamine
density starts to exhibit non-negligible values is r ∼ 3.5 Å for
FPS (r ∼ 11 Å for the UPS system). These numbers, in turn,
agree with estimations of the pore apertures based on results
from the particle insertion method.
In order to analyze the variations in the solvation structures
around the multiamine species, we computed site−site pair
correlation functions between pairs of atoms involving the most
external nitrogen site (N3) of polyamine species, namely,
∑ ∑π δ= ⟨ − ⟩α β α
αβ
−
≠
α β
g
r N
r r
1
4
( )
i
N
j i
N
ij2
(4)
where Nα represents the number of sites of species α and
rij
αβ = |ri
α − rjβ|. Of course, due to the lack of spherical symmetry
in these systems, a gradual decrease of the asymptotic long-r
behavior is expected. The top panel of Figure 5 shows pair
correlations between N3 sites, gN3−N3(r). The curves displayed
in Figure 5a reveal a gradual increment of the electrostatic
repulsive interactions between polyamine species with the
degree of protonation. For the UPS system, the ﬁrst maximum
is found at the shortest separations, r = 3.2 Å, and can be
associated mainly with direct HB between NP chains; we shall
refer to these HBs as “HB1”. The second peak observed in
gN3−N3 for the UPS system, at r ≈ 5 Å, higher in magnitude than
the ﬁrst maximum, corresponds to the second “solvation shell”
of the tagged N3 site, which contains ∼2.2 N3 neighbors. For
the intermediate HPS system, the maximum of gN3−N3 at r = 3.2
Å practically vanishes, due to the protonation of an important
fraction of these terminal sites, and to the gradual loss of the
HB acceptor character of the N3 atoms. As a result, the number
of HB1 bonds diminishes substantially.
On the other hand, in order to shed light on the role of water
molecules in the open/close mechanism, a complementary
analysis of pair correlations between N3 and water sites (Ow,
Hw) was performed. Those pair correlations are depicted in
Figure 5b. As one can see, in UPS, gN3−Ow(r) has a ﬁrst
maximum at r ≈ 3 Å, whereas that of gN3−Hw(r) lies at shorter
separations, r = 2 Å, suggesting a HB connectivity of the type
N3···Hw−Ow (multiamine/water-donor, hereafter referred to as
Figure 3. Eﬀective radius as a function of the average charge per
multiamine molecule corresponding to each of the simulated systems.
Figure 4. Local density proﬁles along the cylindrical radial direction,
for the diﬀerent species in the systems studied. Solid, dashed, and dot-
dashed lines correspond to water density, respectively; the curves with
symbols, to the polyamine species, as indicated.
Figure 5. Site−site radial pair correlation function for (a) N3−N3
pairs of polyamine species and (b) N3−water pairs, for the systems
studied. The curves associated with HPS and FPS systems in panel b
have been shifted vertically by +4 and +10 × 10−2 Å−3, respectively.
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“HB2”). One can conclude that polyamines in UPS are
primarly connected through direct HB between N3 terminal
sites (HB1), and also through bridging water molecules (HB2),
as represented schematically in Figure 6. Regarding water
solvation around N3 sites in HPS and FPS systems, note that
the ﬁrst peak of gN3−Ow(r) is higher and shifted toward shorter
distances than in the UPS one, whereas that of gN3−Hw at r = 2
Å disappeared. Consequently, we conclude that HB2 bonds
practically disappear as the acidity of the environment increases,
as well as the direct HB1 connections, in favor of stronger HBs
of the type multiamine/water-acceptor. The higher magnitude
of gN3−N3 in the FPS than in the HPS might be interpreted in
terms of N3 terminal sites of polyamine that become gradually
more favorably solvated by water and chloride as the acidity of
the solution increases. Speciﬁcally, the N3−N3 coordination is
bridged by water and chloride molecules around N3, a
conﬁguration that in the FPS appears as more compact than
in the intermediate HPS case.
Figure 7 shows local density proﬁles of some relevant species
along the axial axis, computed as
∑ρ δ= ⟨ − ⟩α αz A z z( )
1
( )
i
i
(5)
where zi
α is the z-coordinate of the ith site in the molecule of
species α. The proﬁles displayed in Figure 7 show that, inside
the pore and beyond |z| ≳ 30 Å, the water density reached the
bulk value. At the pore rims, however, the water density falls
down to 70% of the latter value. The proﬁles also show that the
chloride counteranions locate most likely in the same region
where polyamine chains are found. The proﬁles associated with
the FPS system reveal that the Cl− anions are arranged in layers
along the z-axis, with their maxima overlapping those of the
protonated groups of the polyamine chains. Figure 8 displays
axial cuts of two typical snapshots of the UPS and FPS systems
during the MD simulations, where diﬀerent orientations of the
polyamine chains at the pore outlets can be observed.
The computation of the average length of the polyamine
chains, l = ⟨|ri
N3 − riSi|⟩, shows small ﬂuctuations, ranging from l
= 11.4 Å for the UPS to slightly more stretched values of l =
12.7 Å for the FPS system. Much more marked changes were
observed in the orientation of the polyamine chains with
respect to the axial z-axis, cos θ = ⟨ri
Si−N3·z/̂|ri
Si−N3|⟩, shown in
Figure 9, where panels a and b correspond to the polyamine
chains anchored at silicon sites located at r ≤ 20 Å (near the
pore rims) and r > 20 Å (away from the pore borders).
The probability distributions displayed in Figure 9 indicate
that (i) for the UPS system, the main maximum of polyamine
chain orientations corresponds to an angle of ∼40°; (ii) the
orientational correlations associated with polyamine chains
located near the pore (r ≤ 20 Å) exhibit a bimodal character at
low and intermediate pH’s, corresponding to θ ≈ 120° (i.e.,
polyamine species pointing toward the interior of the pore
Figure 6. Pictorial representation of a possible solvation structure
around polyamine terminal sites N3, for the UPS system (see text).
Figure 7. Local density proﬁles along the axial direction z, for the
polyamine sites (solid lines) and chloride anions (dashed lines), in the
diﬀerent systems: (a) UPS, (b) HPS, and (c) FPS. The water density
(right axis) was computed within a cylinder of 15 Å radius and 120 Å
length, and normalized with ρbulk = 0.033 Å
−3, the aqueous bulk
density. The shaded region indicates the location of the silica block.
Figure 8. Axial cut of two snapshots captured during the MD
simulations for (a) the UPS system and (b) the FPS one. Silanol and
chloride species are not shown for clarity.
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cavity), and a second peak near cos θ ∼ 1; (iii) the larger
intensity and narrower shape of the maximum at cos θ ∼ 1 for
FPS (panel b) reveal that the most external polyamine chains
exhibit a more marked parallel orientation with the degree of
protonation.
3.2. Ibuprofen Delivery and Free Energy Proﬁles. We
will now investigate the mechanisms of drug delivery through
the polyamine gates in solutions at diﬀerent pH values. The
simplest geometrical order parameter, ξ, that describes the
degree of release of IBU through the silica/polyamine outlets is
ξ = −Z ZIBU 0 (6)
In the previous equation, ZIBU and Z
0 stand for the z-
coordinates of the centers of mass of the IBU molecule and of
the water sample, respectively. In this context, the magnitude of
interest is given by the Gibbs free energy associated with the
order parameter
β ξ δ ξ ξ− ̃ ∝ ⟨ − ̃ ⟩G( ) ln ( ) (7)
Sampling of all relevant ﬂuctuations along diﬀerent values of
ξ was performed by implementing an adaptive biasing force
(ABF) scheme.51,52 This methodology has been successfully
employed in studies of cyclodextrin encapsulation processes
involving simple guest molecules, such as the perchlorate ion,53
or even more complex guests, such as cholesterol54 or rotaxane
molecules.55 The ABF scheme relies on the generation of
trajectories along a chosen reaction coordinate, experiencing
practically no free energy barriers. This is achieved by means of
biasing forces estimated along a series of small bins which, in
turn, span the complete ξ interval. These forces are applied to
ﬂatten the free energy surface, so that ξ becomes uniformly
sampled. The ABF calculations involved the use of 15 evenly
distributed windows of width 4 Å, to fully cover the range of
the reaction coordinate during the solute delivery. Within each
window, the average force was accumulated in 0.1 Å sized bins.
The application of the adaptive bias was initiated after the
accumulation of 1000 samples in individual bins, to avoid
nonequilibrium eﬀects. Production runs in each window lasted
for 1.5 ns. A uniform sampling, of 5 × 104 samples per bin, was
obtained using those ABF parameters, meaning that the free
energy proﬁles are well converged.
The free energy proﬁles for the release of IBU through the
silica/polyamine pore outlets are shown in Figure 10. As a
reference, the plot includes two shaded regions, indicating the
location of the silica block itself (light gray) and the region
occupied mainly by the polyamine chains (dark gray). For the
IBU in the UPS, the proﬁle of ΔG exhibits a small barrier at the
center of the pore, followed by a shallow well in the range 5 Å
≤ ξ ≤ 45 Å, of depth ∼1 kcal mol−1. An ∼0.8 kcal mol−1 barrier
at ξ ∼ 27 Å is also observed. At this point, it is important to
stress that the release of the IBU through the pore outlets
corresponds to a passage of the probe from low to high solvent
density regions. Consequently, a careful analysis of the
microscopic features that characterize this process reveals the
following: (i) There is a net loss of ∼3 water−water HBs,
associated with the annihilation of the solute cavity within the
internalless denseregion and the accommodation of the
probe within the external bulk phase. (ii) A net gain of ∼1
IBU−water HB is found, mainly associated with a stronger
interaction between IBU and the external solvent. We tend to
believe that the latter barrier, at ξ ∼ 27 Å, is originated in the
subtle interplay of water−water and IBU−water contributions
to ΔG, that mainly vary in a narrow spatial range near the
channel gate.
The free energy proﬁle of IBU in the HPS system exhibits an
additional ∼1 kcal mol−1 barrier, centered at the pore rim, ξ ∼
15 Å, ﬂanked by two nearly symmetric local minima: one
located on the silica pore side and a second one at ξ ∼ 23 Å, a
region where the polyamine chains and chloride species prevail.
For the FPS case, the energy proﬁle looks similar in shape to
the latter, although the height of the barrier is slightly smaller;
on the other hand, the depths of the two nearly symmetric wells
around the barrier are somewhat larger than those for the HPS
system. The proﬁles indicate that the global energetic costs for
the IBU release are both of the order of 2.5 kcal mol−1 in FPS
and HPS systems.
In order to gain a microscopic insight about the mechanisms
of the ibuprofen release through the silica/polyamine nano-
composite, in the protonated HPS and FPS cases, we
monitored the time evolution of a few relevant parameters
along a 30 ns, equilibrium trajectory, with the IBU solute
initially located inside the pore, at ξ ≈ 0. In the top panels of
Figures 11 and 12, we have displayed the time evolution of the
order parameter, ξ(t). The shaded region indicates the limits of
the solid silica block. Note that in the FPS and HPS systems the
IBU release occurs at t ≈ 17 ns. A few “frustrated” events at
earlier times are perceived in the latter case, in which the IBU
was able to reach the pore gate region (at t ≈ 1.5, 5.5, 10, and
13 ns) but the release was hindered by the environment.
Figure 9. Orientational correlation, P(cos θ), for the polyamine chains
anchored at distances (a) smaller than 20 Å with respect to the axis of
the pore and (b) greater than 20 Å to the pore axis. Figure 10. Gibbs free energy proﬁles for the release of IBU from a
silica pore with polyamine outlet decorations. Light and dark shaded
regions indicate the location of the silica block and the polyamine
chains, respectively. The line with symbols corresponds to the release
proﬁle of the protonated form of ibuprofen, IBUH, in the FPS system
(see text).
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The orientation of IBU solute with respect to the axial axis
can be monitored by analyzing the following orientational
variable
ξ ξΦ = ′̂· ̂ | |z zcos ( )/ (8)
where z′̂ is a unit vector along the IBU axis shown in Figure 1c.
The simultaneous analysis of ξ(t) and cos Φ(t) shows that,
immediately after the release of the solute from the pore cavity,
a sudden change in its orientation takes place, as cos Φ changes
from values around unity down to negative ones (see proﬁles in
panel b of Figures 11 and 12 at t ≈ 17 ns). A closer inspection
of some snapshots captured from the MD trajectory suggests
that IBU delivery includes a ﬁrst stage in which the hydrophilic
carboxylate group stacks at the pore gate, pointing toward the
bulk solution; a second step follows, that involves a rigid
rotation around the stacking point. As a result, in the ﬁnal stage,
the hydrophobic moiety of IBU points toward the outer bulk
solution, whereas the carboxylate one, toward the interior of the
silica pore. Three representative snapshots that illustrate the
above observations are displayed in Figure 13. The
conﬁgurations shown in Figure 13a and c could be ascribed
to the two folded minima observed in the energy proﬁles of
HPS and FPS systems; meanwhile, snapshot b of Figure 13
represents a conﬁguration corresponding to ξ ≈ 15 Å, the
position of the intermediate energy maximum of ΔG.
The time evolution of the eﬀective area of the pore aperture,
shown in panel c of Figures 11 and 12, reveals that, although
important ﬂuctuations are present in Aeff(t) along the whole
trajectory, the IBU release occurs concomitantly with a fast
opening of the gate, followed by a sudden drop in Aeff. The
bottom panels of Figures 11 and 12 provide complementary
observables that are consistent with the three-step IBU delivery
mechanism described above. The curves depict the distance
between oxygen sites of IBU and the closest nitrogen site of any
polyamine chain, denoted as dOIBU−N#. When the ibuprofen lies
away from the decorated pore rims, dOIBU−N# takes values above
∼8 Å, whereas, as IBU moves closer to the pore aperture, the
distance dOIBU−N# may go down to 3 Å. Note that the solute
delivery from FPS and HPS systems occurs after a short period
during which dOIBU−N# remains close to 3 Å, revealing that the
anchoring of the probe precedes the overall molecular rotation
that, ultimately, controls the release.
As a ﬁnal issue before analyzing the diﬀusive dynamics in
these systems, we would like to comment on the possibility of
investigating the protonated form of ibuprofen, IBUH. The
choice of the anionic form, IBU, is granted to be adequate in
the high pH regime, i.e., the UPS. However, at intermediate and
particulary low pH values, it is not unlikely that the protonated
form of ibuprofen might be present in major percentages within
the nanochannel. Therefore, for the FPS system, we run MD
trajectories in order to obtain the free energy proﬁle for the
IBUH release and compared them to those obtained for IBU.
In Figure 10, we also include the Gibbs free energy proﬁle for
the release of IBUH from the silica/polyamine nanochannel.
The IBUH proﬁle looks vertically inverted with respect to that
of IBU within the same FPS system. Moreover, one ﬁnds two
barriers, of 1.5 and 2.7 kcal mol−1, whose positions (at ξ ∼ 11
and 23 Å) coincide with those of the minima found in the IBU
free energy proﬁle. Note that, for the neutral IBUH, the nearby
symmetric regions at both sides of the pore rim have now
turned into the most unfavorable solvation environments. The
key diﬀerences found between the free energy proﬁles of IBU
and IBUH in the acid environment can be ascribed to the
diﬀerent net charge of the solute which, in the protonated
IBUH case, becomes more stabilized at the center of the pore
and at the low charge-density interfacial region of the pore
outlet.
3.3. Diﬀusion. In this section, the translational mobility of
water and ibuprofen species will be analyzed. To that aim, we
computed the mean square displacements (MSDs) of the type
= ⟨| − | ⟩α α αt tX X( ) ( ) (0)i i2 29 (9)
where [Xi
α(t) − Xiα(0)] denotes the projection of the
displacement of the center-of-mass position of the ith molecule
of species α in d dimensions. In the context of our nanochannel
systems, the MSD time correlation of eq 9 has been computed
considering all molecules whose center of mass lies, at t = 0,
within the −15 Å ≤ z ≤ 15 Å region of the silica pore. From the
Einstein equation,
=α α→∞ dt
t Dlim
1
2
( )
t
29
(10)
Figure 11. Time evolution of selected parameters during the MD
trajectory of IBU release. (FPS System)
Figure 12. Time evolution of selected parameters during the MD
trajectory of IBU release. (HPS System)
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the self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient of species α, Dα, can be obtained.
In the above equation, d represents the dimensionality. Figure
14a shows the MSD of water species inside the nanochannel
versus time, in a log−log scale. Although the mobility of water
conﬁned within the silica pore is smaller compared to that in
the bulk phase, the plot shows that the MSD approaches the
asymptote of slope unity after the initial transient. The diﬀusion
coeﬃcients obtained for water are listed in Table 2. Also listed
are results for survival times, τs. These time scales correspond
to the average temporal interval during which a given water
molecule remains within the silica nanochannel and were
estimated from the decay of the survival time correlation
function56−58
∑= ⟨ ⟩s t p p t( ) (0) ( )
i
i i
(11)
where the characteristic function pi(t) equals 1 if molecule i is
found within the interior of the silica pore at time t and zero
otherwise. The values obtained for τs depend, of course, on the
nanochannel length; nevertheless, the fact that they are of the
order of 2−6 ns guarantees that the diﬀusive regime of water
molecules inside the pore is attained well before they escape
toward the bulk reservoirs (note that the asymptotic behavior
in the MSDs of Figure 14 is observed after ∼300−400 ps).
The results show that, in all cases, the overall normalized
aqueous diﬀusion coeﬃcients D̃ are smaller than that in bulk
water. The translational mobility of water trapped within the
pore slows down with the degree of polyamine protonation
that is, with the reduction of the pore aperture at the outlets
being the largest retardation, the downshift found in the FPS
system. Moreover, diﬀusive motions are highly anisotropic,43
with the axial diﬀusivity (D̃w,z) being ∼82−88% larger than
those computed along the radial directions (D̃w,x, D̃w,y).
The translational mobility of the solute along the z-direction
exhibits diﬀerent and interesting features. Figure 14b reveals
that, except for UPS, the translational dynamics of IBU is
subdiﬀusive, as described by a power law ∝ βt t( )29 , with β ≈
0.66−0.87. The deviation of β with respect to unity increases
with the acidity of the environment: at lower values of pH, the
anomalous character of the solute diﬀusion is enhanced. At high
pH’s, the gates of the nanochannel are in an open state, and the
polyamine chains do not bear any net charge; in this case, the
polyamines behave like loose chains that allow diﬀusive mass
transport in and out from the cavity, and do not exert any
relevant Coulombic attraction with the IBU solute. At
intermediate and low pH’s, the reduction of the pore aperture,
along with the additional rigidity imposed by the Coulombic
interactions between the protonated polyamine chains and
Figure 13. Representative snapshots during the three-step ibuprofen release from the silica nanochannel decorated with polyamine chains at the pore
outlets. The z′ axis, ﬁxed to the ibuprofen molecular frame, shows the diﬀerent orientations during the release mechanism.
Figure 14. Mean square displacements of (a) water and (b) ibuprofen
species, plotted in a log−log scale. The colored lines correspond to the
ﬁtting functions.
Table 2. Normalized Diﬀusion Coeﬃcients for Water
Species Trapped within the Silica Pore (D̃w = Dw/Dw
bulk; with
Dw
bulk = 2.4 × 10−5 cm2 s−1) and Survival Time, τs, Computed
from the Survival Function
system D̃w,x D̃w,y D̃w,z D̃w τs (ns)
UPS 0.37 0.38 0.68 0.47 2.6
HPS 0.23 0.21 0.43 0.30 4.6
FPS 0.17 0.19 0.32 0.22 6.6
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chloride anions would promote an anomalous diﬀusion of
ibuprofen along the axial direction.
The experimental results obtained by Casasuś et al.33 also
show distinct behaviors of the solute delivery kinetics in
systems at intermediate and low pH’s. More speciﬁcally, the
authors show that the amount of solute release (Q) in a high-
pH solution could be well described by a simple equation based
on Fickian diﬀusion, through the Higuchi model,59,60 by Q ∝
k(t)1/2. However, this latter functionality was not observed at
intermediate and low pH’s, where an exponential function of
the type Q ∝ [exp(k′t) − 1] was found to be more appropriate,
in agreement with a ﬁrst-order release kinetics. In contrast,
Cosentino et al.61 reported that the diﬀusion proﬁles deviate
substantially from those predicted by Fick’s law. On the basis of
a series of hypotheses, that diﬀer from those considered in
Higuchi’s model, the authors propose an exponential depend-
ence of the type Q ∝ [1 − exp(k″t)]. From our perspective, it is
not possible to gauge which is the most accurate temporal
dependence of Q vs t. Nevertheless, our analysis of the behavior
of the ibuprofen mean square displacement with time does
show deviations from the linear diﬀusive regime, revealing a
non-Brownian, i.e., non-Fickean, dynamics for the release
diﬀusion process. It is important to note that these observations
agree not only with the experimental works mentioned above
but also with many others reported in the literature.62−64
4. CONCLUSIONS
The molecular dynamics simulation results presented in this
work provide new insights about microscopic structural details
and dynamical information on the ibuprofen release from pH-
gated silica nanochannels. Inspired by experimental results, a
pH-driven gate-like ensemble was built by anchoring polyamine
chains at the pore outlets of a cylindrical silica pore of diameter
∼30 Å. Eﬀects from the pH of the solution were incorporated
into the model by modifying the degree of polyamine
protonation. High and low pH cases were investigated,
corresponding to nonprotonated and fully protonated poly-
amine chains, respectively. An intermediate regime was also
studied, by considering a suitable combination of non-, mono-,
di-, and triprotonated polyamines. The increment of the acidity
in the environment leads to an “open → close” mechanism of
the gates, which is controlled by Coulomb repulsive
interactions among ammonium groups of the polyamines,
leading to a 72% reduction in the eﬀective gate diamater,
compared to what is found for the unprotonated system. It is
worth mentioning that the quantitative reduction of the
eﬀective gate diameter should also be dependent on the size
and net charge of the counteranion. Nevertheless, we believe
that the qualitative behavior should be valid, regardless of the
speciﬁc identity of the anion.
Using an ABF scheme, free energy proﬁles associated with a
simple geometrical order parameter that describes the
ibuprofen release from the nanochannel were constructed.
The presence of a small barrier at the center of the pore in the
IBU release proﬁles indicates that the central part of the pore
cavity represents a highly unfavorable environment for IBU
trapping. The proﬁle in the UPS system exhibits a uniform 1
kcal mol−1 well that extends from the interior of the channel up
to the water bulk-like region outside the pore, with a small ∼0.8
kcal mol−1 barrier, located 27 Å away from the center of the
pore, that arises from a subtle balance between the opposite
trends found for water−water and solute−water contributions
to the total free energy upon ibuprofen release.
The proﬁles computed at intermediate and low pH’s exhibit
an additional barrier centered at the pore rim, ﬂanked by two
symmetric local minima. More speciﬁcally, the microscopic
analysis of the time evolution of a few relevant parameters
allowed us to identify a three-step delivery mechanism of
ibuprofen from pH-gated nanochannels: During the ﬁrst step,
the IBU gets stacked inside the pore, near the outlet, with its
hydrophilic carboxylate group pointing outward; the second
step consists of a sudden molecular rotation around the
stacking point; ﬁnally, in the third step, the hydrophilic moiety
of IBU turns toward the interior of the pore and the solute is
released to the aqueous bulk solution.
The free energy proﬁle of a protonated form of ibuprofen,
IBUH, was also computed for the system of highest acidity. The
proﬁle was found to be vertically inverted with respect to that
of IBU in the same environment: we found two barriers, whose
positions overlap with those of the two minima in the IBU
proﬁle. As such, due to the diﬀerent net charge carried by the
solute, the nearby symmetric regions, next to the gate, turned
into the most unfavorable solvation environment.
The analysis of the translational dynamics of the solute in the
axial direction showed anomalous diﬀusion features. At the
highest acidity, a nonlinear power-law behavior was found for
the temporal dependence of the mean square displacement. A
subdiﬀusive dynamics was found for the delivery of IBU from
the nanochannels, indicating a non-Brownian kinetics.
Combined eﬀects derived from the presence of a physical
obstacle provided by the “closed” state of the gates, in addition
to the rigidity imposed by the Coulombic interactions between
protonated polyamine chains and chloride anions, would be
responsible for a hindered and slower solute diﬀusion.
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